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A looming gas shortfall that the competition regulator says will start as early as

2027 may be made worse by the federal gas price intervention and recent federal

court decisions, gas producers and market analysts warn.

Environmental approvals, finance, state gas bans and a lack of pipelines are holding

back progress on dozens of gas supply projects needed to stave off the gas shortfall

[https://www.afr.com/policy/energy-and-climate/labor-has-no-fix-for-gas-supply-shortfall-says-

industry-20230131-p5cgtg], even before the gas price controls, the Australian

Competition and Consumer Commission said.

In just the past year, gas projects planned by Origin Energy’s Australia Pacific LNG

venture, Central Petroleum, Shell and most offshore Victoria projects had suffered

delays of up to 24 months,

The watchdog cited numerous reasons for the delays, including environmental

activism and, more recently, last year’s shock court ruling on Santos’ Barossa gas

project in the Timor Sea, which has increased requirements around Indigenous

consultation.

Santos has been trying to develop the Narrabri gas project in NSW for more than 10 years. Rhett Wyman
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But gas producers and market watchers say the Albanese government’s gas market

intervention in December [https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/price-caps-are-only-the-start-

of-a-long-fight-warns-gas-industry-20221215-p5c6i6] has added further hurdles, causing

several more projects that the ACCC assumes will go ahead to be put on ice or

under review.

Even before the intervention, some new gas fields that were in line to come online

this year, such as GB Energy’s Golden Beach venture off Victoria, would now not

start until 2025, the ACCC noted in its latest gas market inquiry report last Friday.

By 2034, the long-forecast shortfall in supplies on the east coast was expected to be

as large as 300 petajoules, equating to more than half existing east coast demand,

the watchdog said. It urged governments to support the development of new gas

fields and pipelines.

A shortfall is expected to arise as early as this year in the southern states, unless

gas is diverted from export from Queensland.
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[https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/accc-ups-pressure-on-qld-lng-players-amid-forecast-

shortfall-20230127-p5cfwy]

‘The reality is considerably worse’

But others are warning the situation is much worse than the ACCC has portrayed

because the government’s move to regulate east coast gas prices has thrown doubt

over some projects the regulator is assuming will proceed.

“Sadly, the reality is actually considerably worse than that under the proposed

legislation,” MST Marquee energy analyst Mark Samter said of the forecast east

coast shortage. He noted that the ACCC’s estimated 300 PJ shortage assumed an

extra 200-300 PJ a year of new projects would be developed, but they could not

now be counted on.

He said the development of all non-LNG project gas reserves on the east coast was

at risk because of the intervention, while the LNG ventures might only now develop

what they needed to meet their sales contracts “if they have to sell at the ACCC-

mandated price”.

Since the gas market intervention in mid-December, producers including Senex

Energy, Beach Energy, Cooper Energy and ExxonMobil have stalled or put under

review proposed investments in new gas supplies

[https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/senex-pulls-200m-equipment-order-in-gas-investment-

freeze-20230125-p5cfgk]after the government’s market intervention to impose

continuing gas price controls to rein in spiralling energy costs for consumers.

While the controls include temporary price caps, producers say a much worse hit

will come from requirements for “reasonable pricing” that will deter investment,

despite the government and the ACCC rejecting that premise.
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“The biggest challenge for the smallest producers is funding,” said Tor McCaul,

CEO of junior producer Comet Ridge, which has frozen plans for a pilot gas project

in Queensland because of the intervention.

“We don’t fund out of cash flow, we need to get debt or equity, and investors and

markets don’t like uncertainty, and this has really generated an enormous about of

uncertainty,” Mr McCaul said.

“Right now until we get some clarity on what the reasonable pricing provision

might look like I think it would be impossible for anyone to fund anything.”

Exacerbating the projected shortfall in supply in the southern states this year is a

delay to the biggest new gas project that has its primary approvals, Beach’s

Enterprise project off the coast of Victoria.

Beach is still seeking secondary regulatory approvals for the 11.7 petajoules-a-year

Enterprise project, and said this week that land access negotiations and wet

weather had delayed the expected start-up until the end of this year. That schedule

was still “subject to receipt of these approvals”, it said.

Victorians ‘being misled’

The news on the further delays to Victorian gas projects came as the state’s

Opposition spokesman for energy and resources, David Hodgett, called for the

Andrews government to work with industry to bring on new gas supplies, and

accused it of hurting Victorians.

“The minister keeps misleading Victorians, misleading Victorian families by saying

there is no gas or we can’t get gas. That is simply not true,” Mr Hodgett said. He

pointed to a 2020 report by the Chief Scientist that found there was likely to be 820

PJ of conventional onshore gas in the state, enough to power it for four years.

“Daniel Andrews went to the election on a promise of lowering cost of living and

cheaper energy p[rices and he has failed at the first hurdle,” Mr Hodgett said.

“Here in parliament next week they could be looking at gas reserves ... they should

be working with industry to bring on further supplies.”

While four other gas projects that could be brought online in the next five years

have approvals, they are much smaller and all in Queensland, involving Denison

Gas and the Shell-managed QGC and Arrow ventures.



The ACCC said about 25 other gas projects in basins already connected to the east

coast gas grid could start production by 2027 but were yet to secure approvals, and

many remained “speculative in nature”.

Central Petroleum CEO Leon Devaney blamed increasing regulation in the

Northern Territory and supply constraints and delays for slower progress at the

company’s Range project.

Pipeline demand

Several more projects lie in basins that are not connected to the grid, including the

North Bowen and Galilee basins in Queensland, the McArthur Basin in the

Northern Territory and the Gunnedah Basin in NSW, the site of Santos’ long-

delayed Narrabri project. [https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/narrabri-gas-project-

cleared-by-native-title-tribunal-20221220-p5c7qk]

But they all required new pipelines, on which “little progress has been made … over

the last 12 months”, the ACCC said, noting several pipeline projects had been either

abandoned or delayed.

John Ellice-Flint, chairman of Queensland explorer Blue Energy and a former CEO

of Santos, has long called for progress on a pipeline to link the 150,000 PJ of gas in

the North Bowen Basin to the south, requiring a link between Moranbah and the

Wallumbilla gas hub.

“This basin is currently supplying gas to the north, to Townsville, and all it requires

is a 450-kilometre pipeline to link into the southern pipeline network,” Mr Ellice-

Flint said.
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“The addition of this nation-building pipeline infrastructure in the east coast would

effectively allow gas molecules to flow from Townsville to Hobart. This is the

missing infrastructure link east coast Australia requires.”

The heightened urgency to bring on gas supplies comes after numerous warnings

from the ACCC and others of a looming shortfall to meet the east coast’s huge long-

term LNG supply contracts with customers in Asia, as well as domestic demand

from industries and households.

Even before the government’s intervention, ESG pressures from investors and

financiers were making investments in gas developments more difficult. Last year’s

shock court ruling overturning environmental approvals for Santos’ Barossa gas

project has piled additional hurdles in front of projects including Woodside

Energy’s $16.5 billion Scarborough venture off Western Australia and Cooper’s

Otway project off Victoria. [https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/santos-hit-with-fresh-

obstacle-at-barossa-gas-project-20230125-p5cfa1]

The ACCC cited a range of risks slowing new gas developments, including

geological risks, commercial risks, land and infrastructure access as well as

regulatory approvals, which it acknowledged had reportedly become “more

pronounced” for offshore projects after the Barossa court ruling.

It highlighted risks around access to capital among junior producers, amid

mounting pressure on banks from environmental groups and shareholders not to

fund fossil fuel projects.

“Without expansion in production, we anticipate there will be gas shortfalls from

2027 arising from export and domestic demand, even under a step change scenario

in which there are greater shifts to electrification, consistent with net-zero

emissions targets,” the regulator said.

“This would place continued upward pressure on prices in the domestic gas

market, as well as pressure on the electricity market through the role that gas

powered generation will likely play in meeting peak electricity demand and

maintaining the stability of the east coast energy system.”

It said that Commonwealth and jurisdictional environmental policies would also be

likely to affect the development of new projects in the future.

“These factors, coupled with global supply chain issues and higher input costs, may

help explain some of the delays that have been observed over the last 12 months,

which have occurred against a backdrop of very high gas prices that would usually

drive investment and more rapid development of projects,” it said.
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– with Patrick Durkin
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